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from our artistÂ .Q: Identifying Duplicate Values and Unique

Combinations Using Excel I have the following spreadsheet in Excel,
showing the results of a poll, with the following columns: [Poll] [City]

[Headline] [Answer] A a Hello World A b Hello World B a World Hello B b
World Hello I am trying to create a new spreadsheet in the same

workbook which has the following headings: [City] [Count] a 2 b 2 This
would be an accurate representation of the data, counting the number

of times each option was chosen, as the rows in the original
spreadsheet are duplicate as a result of the poll having two options (a

and b in this example). The second sheet of the workbook is a summary
of the poll, so in the above example, the City column would have the

following results for each row: a = 2 b = 2 How would I go about
creating this sheet? I would appreciate any help, thanks! A: In column

A, enter the following macro =SUM(IF(A:A=A2,COUNTIF(B:B,A2))) which
will tell you the number of duplicates in column B. The COUNTIF would
count the number of cells that contain the string in A2. Edit To see the

total for column B, enter this macro
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